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North Sydney Council

1

Introduction

1.1

Study Background

St Leonards / Crows Nest Planning Study
Access Study

The St Leonards / Crows Nest area is the 6th largest employment concentration in
Sydney, covering approximately 9 hectares of land. It is well served by local
public transport services, however pedestrian legibility and continuity is currently
compromised due to high traffic volumes on certain roads.
North Sydney Council (‘Council’) is currently undertaking a strategic planning
study for St Leonards / Crows Nest area. As a component of this study, Council
commissioned Arup to prepare an access study for the precinct. This will consider
transport strategies and measures to support the growth and development of the
precinct.

1.2

Purpose and Objectives

The primary objective of this access study is to identify a suite a measures to
support the current and future population of St Leonards / Crows Nest that
encourage walking, public transport and bicycle use – thereby reducing private
vehicle dependency.
These measures will be required to reduce traffic generation which will support
sustainable development in the study area, where the road network is already
constrained during peak hours. A ‘business as usual’ approach, whereby traffic
from new developments is generated at rates similar to current levels, will not be
feasible to support future growth. Innovative solutions will be required to reduce
car dependency and promote sustainable modes of travel.
To achieve these objectives, it is important that future development in St Leonards
/ Crows Nest is centred on connectivity to public transport infrastructure. Transit
Oriented Development (TOD) intensifies and diversifies activity around public
transport nodes to create mixed-use clusters that bring together multiple activities
and services, local employment and housing options. This access study will
identify initiatives that align with the objectives of TOD.
The access study should aim to promote the delivery of sustainable transport
planning – ensuring planning for pedestrians and cyclists in St Leonards / Crows
Nest is prioritised over motorised forms of transport (see Figure 1). This hierarchy
of transport modes is intended to make sure the requirements of each user group
are sequentially considered in the decision making process.
This user-centred approach to transport planning ensures that streets and open
space are designed to be human-scale, comfortable and safe environments that
create destinations and places people want to travel to and stay in.
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Figure 1 Transport hierarchy

1.3

Study Area

The study area covers some 9 hectares of land located within the north western
corner of the North Sydney Local Government Area. It is bounded by Sergeants
Lane, Chandos Street, Hume Lane, Albany Street and the Pacific Highway. St
Leonards railway station, on the western boundary of the precinct, acts as the
major generator of people trips in the area.
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Assessment of Transport Modes

A variety of methods were utilised to intake as much information around transport
issues within the St Leonards / Crows Nest area as possible. This included the
following:


Observations via several visits to the site. These visits covered the entire study
area and were focussed on peak periods, during which a majority of issues
surrounding mobility and safety across all modes is typically experienced



Lessons learnt from our previous role in preparing the 2004 St Leonards
Traffic and Pedestrian Management Plan



Issues previously identified in key documents and strategies relevant to the
precinct, including:


St Leonards Town Centre Study (August 1997)



St Leonards Strategy (November 2006)



St Leonards / Crows Nest Planning Study – Precinct 1 (December 2011)



St Leonards / Crows Nest Planning Study – Precinct 1 Addendum
(October 2012)



Crows Nest Traffic Study (November 2013)



North Sydney Draft Integrated Cycling Strategy (November 2013)



North Sydney Public Domain Manual and Design Codes (March 2014)



North Sydney Draft Integrated Traffic and Parking Strategy (June 2014)



Historic traffic and pedestrian count data



Crash data provided by Roads and Maritime



Existing travel patterns for residents and workers of the precinct, provided by
NSW Bureau of Transport Statistics

A summary of the key issues identified is illustrated in Figure 2 on the following
page. These issues (and other) are discussed in detail in Sections 2 through 5 of
this document.
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Figure 2 Summary of key access issues
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Access Study

Pedestrians

Summary and Objectives
It is important that the access study prioritises the safety and needs of pedestrians
in St Leonards / Crows Nest. Policies and initiatives developed for this access
study must recognise that the significant majority of trips within the precinct are
walking trips.
Walking is the fundamental mobility need of a society, and should be a safe,
convenient and enjoyable activity. The provision of high quality walking facilities
has the potential to reduce the number of private vehicle trips, especially for short
distance local trips. Successful walkable environments facilitate greater public
transport use, contribute to healthy communities through the encouragement of
physical activity and can enhance both the economic and social aspects of an area.
A review of the pedestrian environment through site visits and a review of key
documents highlight that the combination good public transport availability and
mix of uses generates a high level of pedestrian traffic in the study area.

Key study objectives


Provide a legible, coherent network of pedestrian routes – making St
Leonards / Crows Nest easy to navigate on foot



Reduce severance, enhance safety and provide convenient crossing
opportunities, particularly along the Pacific Highway which acts as a
barrier to pedestrian movement



Identify and address pedestrian crash clusters, given that pedestrians
are the most vulnerable users of the transport network



Provide linkages with other transport services, key land uses and
adjacent centres



Activate laneways and low order streets for increased pedestrian
activity



Integrate pedestrian routes and facilities with the public realm design



Enhance wayfinding in the study area
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Pedestrian Desire Lines

Figure 3 Pedestrian Desire Lines

Key pedestrian desire lines have been identified across Christie Street adjacent to
Sergeants Lane as pedestrians travel to and from the key node of St Leonards
railway station. Traffic signals are currently being installed on Christie Street
opposite Atchison Street to provide a dedicated crossing facility in response to
this key pedestrian desire line. This responds to the current issue of pedestrians
weaving through queued vehicles on Christie Street, conflicting with southbound
traffic queuing at the Pacific Highway and northbound traffic turning from the
highway.
Further strong desire lines are identified from the bus stops along the Pacific
Highway, as well as along Chandos Street and Atchison Street to commercial
buildings.
The numerous restaurants and cafes on Willoughby Road at Crows Nest act as a
major attractor of pedestrian activity. Currently the primary route utilised by
pedestrians travelling between St Leonards railway station and this precinct is via
the Pacific Highway and Albany Street.
Atchison Street, despite carrying less traffic, is not as well utilised as an east-west
pedestrian link to Crows Nest due to lack of active uses. The development of a
number of sites along Atchison Street may strengthen the appeal of this street for
pedestrians.
A pedestrian path is provided through Christie Street Reserve adjacent to The
Forum, however observations indicate this is not heavily utilised by pedestrians.
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Pedestrian Facilities

Figure 4 Pedestrian facilities

Footpaths are typically provided on both sides of all streets within the study area,
with the exception of a number of laneways including Atchison Lane, Hume Lane
and Albany Lane. In addition to the lack of footpaths, these laneways are typically
poorly lit and contain road surfaces - providing a poor level of pedestrian amenity.
Signalised pedestrian crossings are only provided at two locations within the
study area – both along the Pacific Highway. Given through traffic is prioritised at
these locations, pedestrians generally have to wait for long periods before they
may cross the road. These long wait times, combined with the limited crossing
opportunities available, act as a major barrier to safe and convenient pedestrian
movements.
The northern footpath of the Pacific Highway is a highly utilised pedestrian route,
providing a connection between St Leonards transport interchange and Crows
Nest. The amenity of this footpath is heavily restricted however as a result of the
heavy traffic volumes and lack of direct sunlight. Amenity is further reduced by
the inconsistent nature of the footpath treatment along the length of the route.
A signalised pedestrian crossing is provided at the Pacific Highway / Albany
Street intersection, however the crossing is more than 17m long. Less mobile
users can find it difficult to cross the road in the ‘green man’ time provided. The
shallow left turn angle from the Pacific Highway into Albany Street allows
vehicles to travel around this corner without having to slow down.
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Figure 5 Pacific Highway footpath treatment
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Figure 6 Pacific Highway / Albany Street crossing

The Lithgow Street underpass provides a grade separated pedestrian crossing
facility of the Pacific Highway. This however is not an appealing link, given its
lack of natural light, low ceiling and narrow path – with ground connections
generally preferred. It is understood this connection may be upgraded in
conjunction with a new development over the railway line on the southern side of
the Pacific Highway (within Lane Cove Council).
The pedestrian network is supported by a shared zone in Sergeants Lane. This
facility provides an opportunity for pedestrians to be prioritised and support a
stronger, more permeable pedestrian network.

Figure 7 Sergeants Lane shared zone

Figure 9 Wayfinding signage – The Forum Plaza
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Figure 8 Christie Street / Chandos Street Roundabout
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Figure 10 Albany Lane – poor pedestrian amenity

The roundabouts in the study area are oriented to accommodate traffic
manoeuvres and present a barrier to the safe movement of pedestrians. This is
particularly prevalent at the Christie Street / Chandos Street intersection, where
pedestrians travelling to and from the railway station weave in between queued
vehicles.
Pedestrian refuges are generally located at these roundabouts, however many of
these do not comply with current Roads and Maritime guidelines in that handrails
and the standard 2m width is not provided.
Street level frontages have a positive impact on the pedestrian amenity on
Chandos Street and Christie Street, however these are less prominent on streets in
the central and eastern portions of the study area.
Wayfinding signage in the study area is limited to that provided in The Forum
Plaza. This lack of directional signage makes it difficult for visitors to the area to
identify the most desirable walking routes to key destinations.
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Figure 11 Public seating, Mitchell Street

Figure 13 Mitchell Street Plaza

Figure 12 Public seating, Atchison Street

Figure 14 Christie Street Reserve

The study area currently has a sparse and dispersed open space network,
presenting limited opportunities for pedestrians to enjoy recreation opportunities.
Christie Street Reserve, as one of only two public recreation spaces available in
the study area, plays a key role in providing a welcoming space. Mitchell Street
plaza is a less inviting public space due to its location adjacent to the Pacific
Highway, along with its lack of active uses and sunlight.
Pedestrian amenities are provided in the form of outdoor seating and benches on
Atchison Street, Mitchell Street and within Christie Street reserve.
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Pedestrian Safety

Figure 15 Pedestrian related crashes

Crashes were analysed1 in the study area over a five year period (from July 2008 –
June 2013 inclusive). There were a total of 7 crashes involving pedestrians during
this period, with no fatalities resulting from these crashes. The analysis indicates
there are no obvious ‘crash clusters’ present.
Two crashes were recorded at roundabouts within the study area, at the Christie
Street / Chandos Street intersection and Oxley Street / Albany Street intersection.
Both of these locations have been identified as undesirable for pedestrian
movement given the high levels of traffic and wide crossing distances.
One crash involving a pedestrian was recorded on Christie Street opposite
Sergeants Lane. The soon to be introduced traffic signals on Christie Street will
enhance the safety of pedestrians travelling to and from the railway station at this
location.

1

Crash data provided to Arup by Roads and Maritime Services, May 2014
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Recommended Actions

Figure 16 Recommended Actions - Pedestrians

Recommendation 1: Christie Street / Chandos Street roundabout
This location was observed to be a major point of conflict between vehicles and
pedestrians travelling to and from St Leonards railway station. Pedestrians were
observed to weave in between queued vehicles as they crossed Christie Street.
A short and medium/long term strategy have been devised to ameliorate this issue:


Short term: Provide a zebra crossing on the southern leg of the intersection to
accommodate the primary pedestrian crossing movement across Christie
Street. The crossing should be located as close as possible to the pedestrian
desire line, taking into consideration vehicle sight lines.



Medium/long term: Install traffic signals at the intersection which includes
controlled pedestrian crossings across all four approaches. The signals should
be installed at a time which coincides with the development of an adjacent site
– triggering the need for additional traffic capacity.
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Recommendation 2: Albany Street / Oxley Street roundabout
This roundabout currently provides a poor level of pedestrian amenity, with wide
crossing distances. It is important safe pedestrian crossings are provided at this
location, given that Oxley Street is envisaged to form the primary north-south
pedestrian route through the study area.
It is recommended the following measures be provided at this location:


Short term: Provide hand rails at each of the existing pedestrian refuges at the
roundabout to provide a more inviting environment for pedestrians waiting in
the middle of the intersection. This is similar to that provided at the nearby
Atchison Street / Oxley Street intersection.

Figure 17 Pedestrian handrails – Oxley Street / Atchison Street


Medium term: Should development at adjacent sites increase pedestrian
movements across this intersection, investigate the opportunity to provide a
zebra crossing along the key desire line. Surveys should be undertaken to
confirm the crossing satisfies the relevant RMS warrants



Long term: Install traffic signals to provide controlled pedestrian crossings
across both Oxley Street and Albany Street should increased traffic volumes
necessitate this facility. This would most likely be in conjunction with the
development of the block on the south-east corner of the intersection.
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Recommendation 3: Streetscape enhancements
The speed of vehicles is critical to supporting an inviting neighbourhood for
pedestrians. Road carriageways can be reduced through on-street parking, kerb
build outs, landscaping and provision for cycling infrastructure in the carriageway
– providing the opportunity for wider footpaths that support greater priority for
pedestrian movements.
As development and active uses increase along Atchison Street (west of Mitchell
Street), Oxley Street and Mitchell Street, it is recommended these treatments be
installed to support a safer environment for pedestrians and cyclists. This will
complement the works already completed on Atchison Street west of Mitchell
Street, and reinforce this street as the primary east-west and north-south
pedestrian routes through the precinct.
At the Atchison Street / Oxley Street intersection, it is recommended that the
kerbs be extended on all corners to create single traffic lanes and provide safer
pedestrian crossing facilities. This allows central pedestrian refuges on both
footpath alignments to improve the safety for pedestrians crossing Oxley Street.
City of Sydney Council has recently undertaken streetscape design enhancements
to their village streets – with Redfern Street shown as an example below.

Figure 18 Redfern Street streetscape enhancements
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Recommendation 4: Pacific Highway pavement treatment
The pedestrian amenity along the northern footpath of the Pacific Highway is
already limited due to the high traffic volumes and lack of direct sunlight. This
amenity is further reduced by the inconsistent pavement treatment along the
length of the footpath.
It is recommended that a consistent pavement be adopted on the Pacific Highway
northern footpath. This pavement treatment would be in line with that outlined in
North Sydney Council’s Public Domain Style Manual and Design Codes for Main
Streets.
Recommendation 5: Pacific Highway / Albany Street intersection
It has been identified that the Pacific Highway / Albany Street intersection can be
difficult for less mobile users to cross in the ‘green man’ time provided as the
crossing is more than 17m long. Pedestrian amenity is further reduced at this
location as a result of the shallow left turn angle from the Pacific Highway into
Albany Street – allowing vehicles to travel around this corner without having to
slow down.
To improve accessibility for pedestrians at this location, it is recommended
Council investigate providing a kerb build-out on the north-western corner of the
intersection. This measure would provide a number of benefits:
(i)

Reducing the crossing distance for pedestrians across Albany Street;

(ii)

Increasing the angle at which vehicles turn left into Albany Street, thereby
requiring vehicles to slow down as they cross the intersection; and

(iii)

Increasing the available storage/waiting area for pedestrians.

Given that the Pacific Highway is a State controlled road, implementation of this
measure will require consultation with the RMS.
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Recommendation 6: Continuous footpath treatments
At side streets and driveway entrances, continuous footpath treatments can be
implemented to prioritise pedestrian movements. These treatments reinforce
spaces that are designed for pedestrians, across which vehicles can pass slowly.
It is recommended any new vehicular driveways (which do not front the Pacific
Highway) be designed to be fully integrated with the adjoining footpath at one
continuous level. This will provide a visual indicator to drivers to give way to
pedestrians on the footpath as required by law.
An example of a continuous footpath treatment provided across a side street in
Crown Street Surry Hills is shown below.

Figure 19 Continuous footpath treatment – Crown Street
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Recommendation 7: Wayfinding
When visiting a place for the first time, people need to be able to find their way to
their destination. Wayfinding allows pedestrians to more easily and comfortably
navigate throughout their journey.
It has been identified from numerous sources that legibility and wayfinding for
pedestrians in the study area is in need of a review. Visitors to the area note that
once they depart The Forum and railway station, it is unclear which direction to
walk. This typically results in pedestrians walking along the Pacific Highway as a
means of travelling to Crows Nest, instead of walking through the core of the
study area on Atchison Street.
Council would benefit from the development of a comprehensive wayfinding
strategy for St Leonards. This strategy would aim to deliver a wayfinding system
that allows the delivery of a more legible public domain which encourages people
to walk with comfort and confidence around the St Leonards.
Apart from facilitating improved navigation for pedestrians within the study area,
a wayfinding strategy can also lead to increases in public transport use and
improvements in public health.
An example of wayfinding signage in Charring Cross (Waverley Council) and in
the Melbourne CBD is shown in Figure 20 below.

Figure 20 Wayfinding signage
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Recommendation 8: Christie Street Reserve
Observations indicate the existing pedestrian path through Christie Street reserve
is not well utilised. A clear, legible pedestrian link through Christie Street Reserve
(between the south-east and north-west corners) should be provided to enhance
pedestrian connectivity in the precinct. This will provide a connection between the
new pedestrian crossing on Christie Street and the northern entrance to St
Leonards railway station. The path should be signposted, at one continues level
and be clearly distinguishable as a pedestrian route.
Recommendation 9: Willoughby Road / Atchison Street intersection
No pedestrian crossing facilities are provided across Willoughby Road at
Atchison Street. It is recommended pedestrian refuges (similar to those on
Atchison Street) be considered on both the northern and south approaches of the
intersection. This will provide an enhanced pedestrian link between Crows Nest
and the study area.
Recommendation 10: Lithgow Street underpass
The Lithgow Street underpass is not an appealing pedestrian connection link,
given its lack of natural light, low ceiling and narrow path – with ground
connections generally preferred. Upgrades to this pedestrian link should be
incorporated within the proposed St Leonards Plaza development. It should be
noted that this falls within Lane Cove and Willoughby Council areas
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Cyclists

Summary and Objectives
Cycling plays an important role in the transport network, particularly for short
trips of less than 5km where cycling is often the quickest form of transport.
Bicycle infrastructure across Sydney (including St Leonards) has typically been
designed for confident cyclists, comfortable riding on-road with general traffic. It
will be important to consider a broader spectrum of users (of varying ages and
ability) to maximise cycling participation.
The needs of bicycle users and their requirements for an efficient and useable
bicycle network can be summarised by the following five design principles:


Safety: A good quality route enhances the safety of all users, including
cyclists, pedestrians and motorists.



Coherence: The bicycle network should link popular destinations with local
residential streets via a mix of both local and regional routes.



Directness: Bicycle routes should be as direct as possible, having
consideration for major barriers such as road intersections and steep
topography.



Attractiveness: The bicycle network must be designed so that complements
and enhances its environment in such a way that cycling is attractive.



Comfort: Bicycle routes must be comfortable and easy to use for all cyclists.

Given the high concentration of employment uses around St. Leonards station,
end of trip facilities (e.g. bicycle parking, lockers) will also play a key role in
supporting cyclists in their journey to and from their destination. Bicycle parking
for visitors should be provided in the public domain in areas with good levels of
passing foot traffic (passive surveillance). Commuters and long stay cyclists will
require a more secure parking facility in undercover areas with restricted access.
Key study objectives


Provide a cycle network for a broad range of users of varying
abilities



Make sure the cycle network within the study area is connected and
integrated with existing and planned routes, both within North
Sydney LGA and adjacent Local Government Areas



Provide a network of bicycle routes which link with major trip
attractors and key centres, including St Leonards railway station,
Willoughby Road and North Sydney CBD



Facilitate convenient connections with other transport modes



Provide good quality bicycle parking and end of trip facilities to
support cyclists in their journey to and from their destination



Support events and other community activities to promote cycling as
a mode of transport
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Bicycle Route Network

Figure 21 Existing and planned bicycle network

The existing bicycle network in St Leonards (and North Sydney generally) is
fragmented and largely consists of unmarked, on-road cycleways. This is reflected
in the relatively low proportion of journey to work bicycle trips to North Sydney
LGA (1.4%, lower than comparable areas in Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane)2.
Within the study area. a contra-flow bicycle facility is provided on the one-way
section of Atchison Street (between Christie Street and Mitchell Street). This
provides a connection to St Leonards railway station. East of Mitchell Street the
facility is discontinued – with cyclists required to ride with general traffic.
North Sydney Council, in its draft integrated cycling strategy, proposes a new
bicycle route along Holterman Street and Willoughby Road which will connect
with the existing route along Atchison Street. This route will also connect with the
proposed facility along Willoughby Road north of Chandos Street (outlined in the
Willoughby Council bike plan). No upgrades to the Atchison Street route have
been identified in the North Sydney draft integrated cycling strategy.

2

North Sydney Draft Integrated Cycling Strategy (GTA, 2014)
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Figure 22 Atchison Street bicycle facility
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Figure 23 Bicycle directional signage

Oxley Street acts as the primary north-south bicycle route through the study area,
however no dedicated bicycle facility is provided on this road. Some cyclists use
this as a connection to the Nicholson Street cycleway south of the Pacific
Highway. Similar to pedestrian activity however, the Pacific Highway acts as a
major barrier to these cycling movements. A new bicycle route between North
Sydney and Lane Cove has been identified in the Lane Cove Council bike plan,
which would provide a connection to St Leonards station.
A number of confident cyclists elect to ride on the Highway, however the
combination of high traffic speeds, volumes and narrow lanes prevent the vast
majority of cyclists from using this road.
Outside the study area, the Naremburn cycleway (adjacent to the Gore Hill
Freeway) acts as the key regional bicycle route – providing connections to
Cammeray, Neutral Bay and Lane Cove. A marked on-road bicycle lane is
provided along Herbert Street to the west of the precinct, running adjacent to the
Royal North Shore Hospital Campus and facilitating a connection to Artarmon
and Chatswood. Willoughby Council has proposed a new bicycle link to run
adjacent to the North Shore railway line, providing a connection with Christie
Street and St Leonards Station.
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Bicycle Parking
Bicycle parking (in the form of both secure lockers and bicycle racks) are
provided at the western end of Chandos Street, adjacent to St Leonards railway
station. These facilities are poorly positioned given they are located away from
the key entry points to the station with little passive surveillance, and as a result
are not heavily utilised. Two short term bicycle parking spaces are provided at the
western end of Atchison Street.
The present lack of visible, good quality bicycle parking results in most users
simply locking their bikes to fixed structures such as poles and rails. This detracts
from the public domain and can often act as a trip hazard for pedestrians.

Figure 24 Bicycle racks near St Leonards Station

Figure 25 Bicycle lockers at St Leonards station
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Figure 26 Recommended actions - cyclists

Recommendation 11: Atchison Street and Oxley Street bicycle route
In conjunction with the streetscape upgrades suggested in Recommendation 3, it is
recommended that a dedicated bicycle facility be provided on Atchison Street
(between Mitchell Street and Willoughby Road) and Oxley Street (between
Chandos Street and Clarke Street). Given the relatively low traffic volumes and
speeds along these roads, this facility could take the form of bicycle logos
installed in the centre of the road. This would discourage cyclists from riding too
close to parked vehicles, and indicate the space is to be shared between motorists
and cyclists. Physically separating cars and bicycles through a segregated bicycle
lane is another option that may be considered.
Recommendation 12: Cammeray to Crows Nest bicycle route
The North Sydney draft integrated cycling strategy proposes a new bicycle route
along Holterman Street and Willoughby Road, in the form of an on-road mixed
traffic facility (i.e. painted bicycle logos). It is recommended this route be
completed to support the growth of the study area, given its connections with the
Atchison Street bicycle facility and wider linkages elsewhere in the North Sydney
LGA.
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Recommendation 13: Connectivity with wider North Sydney LGA
It is important that connectivity for cyclists extends from the study area to other
parts of the North Sydney LGA. There is significant value in ensuring the bicycle
network serving residents and employees of the study area is well connected to
key centres within North Sydney. This includes improved linkages to Crows Nest
(through upgrades to the existing route via Oxley Street and Clarke Street) and
east of Willoughby Road via an extension of the Atchison Street cycleway.
Recommendation 14: Connectivity with adjacent LGA routes
Historically, the primary deficiency bicycle network planning is the lack of
coordination for the implementation of bicycle routes across Council boundaries.
This has resulted in a fragmented network where bicycle facilities are
discontinued along key regional routes.
It is recommended that North Sydney, Lane Cove and Willoughby Council
develop a coordinated approach to the implementation of bicycle facilities where
planned routes provide connections across LGA boundaries. It may be that funds
(obtained from various sources, including Section 94 contributions) are pooled to
provide the necessary funding required.
Bicycles routes planned by adjacent Councils that would directly benefit workers,
residents and visitors of the study area are identified in Figure 21 on page 20 of
this report.
Recommendation 15: Visitor bicycle parking
Existing visitor bicycle parking adjacent to St Leonards station is currently
underutilised. The location of these facilities away from the key entry points to the
station with little passive surveillance discourages usage.
It is recommended that visitor bicycle parking be relocated to a more visible,
accessible area. Opportunities should be investigated to provide visitor bicycle
parking (U-Rails and O-Rings) along the Sergeants Lane shared zone – in
accordance with Council’s Public Domain Style Manual and Design Codes.
Up to 20 bicycle U-Rails / O-Rings (capacity for 40 spaces) should be initially
provided, which could be expanded dependent on the level of demand.
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Recommendation 16: Secure bicycle parking
Bicycle lockers are provided on Chandos Street adjacent to St Leonards station,
however provides space for only two bikes. As development intensifies in the
study area, with more people travelling to and from St Leonards station, there will
be increased demand for secure bicycle parking.
The North Sydney draft integrated cycling strategy recommends new bicycle
parking be prioritised at “stations, ferry stops, major bus stops/interchanges,
employment centres and trip generators across North Sydney LGA”.
In conjunction with an enhanced pedestrian linkage through Christie Street
Reserve (Recommendation 8), a secure bicycle parking facility should be
provided adjacent to the upgraded open space area. This could be in the form of a
bicycle parking cage – a high security facility where bicycles are stored in a
communal compound area.
An example of a secure bicycle parking facility located adjacent to a railway
station in Geelong is shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27 Example of high security bicycle facility (Marshall station, Geelong)
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Public Transport and Kerbside Uses

Summary and Objectives
St Leonards is well served by public transport infrastructure, with St Leonards
station acting as an interchange. This good public transport accessibility is
reflected in existing journey to work travel data, with 46% of workers travelling to
the area by either bus or train. This compares well with similar sized centres
across Sydney, as shown in Figure 28 below.

Figure 28 Existing public transport mode share3
Source: NSW Bureau of Transport Statistics, 2014

Key study objectives

3



Strengthen pedestrian and cycle connections between St Leonards
public transport interchange and key land uses



Minimise walking times and distances for passengers interchanging
between bus and rail



Support improved integration with taxis and other shared vehicles



Provide adequate waiting areas in high demand locations for
passengers utilising bus and taxi services



Provide good access and connectivity for people with a disability, the
aged and carers

Denotes public transport mode share for workers travelling to key centres
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Rail Services

Figure 29 Sydney Trains network

Train travel currently accounts for more than 80% of all public transport (journey
to work) trips to the St Leonards / Crows Nest precinct. This demonstrates the
importance of maintaining good quality connections from the railway station to
key destinations in the study area.
St Leonards railway station is located on the T1 North Shore, Northern and
Western Line. Train services travel as far as Wyong via Macquarie Park or
Gordon, and Emu Plains via the Sydney CBD. Excluding stations in the Sydney
CBD, St Leonards is the seventh most patronised station on the Sydney Trains
network, with over 16,000 daily arrivals and departures recorded in 20124.
Services arrive and depart every three minutes during peak hours.
A number of pedestrian links are provided from the station, both east to the study
area and west into the Royal North Shore Hospital campus.

4

Cityrail Station Barrier Counts, 2004-2012 (NSW Bureau of Transport Statistics)
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Figure 30 Existing bus network

The study area is served by a number of bus routes that run along the Pacific
Highway, with activity focused around the bus stops near the entrance to The
Forum. Despite this reasonable level of service, travel by bus presently accounts
for only 8% of work related trips to the study area.
Good connectivity is provided to St Leonards railway station for passengers on
southbound bus services, with an indented bus bay located on the Pacific
Highway outside the entrance to The Forum Plaza. A wide footpath and awning is
provided which provides a comfortable environment for both waiting passengers
and passing pedestrians. Only a limited number of seats are available for waiting
passengers, acting as a barrier to public transport use particularly for elderly and
less mobile users.
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Figure 32 M20 bus service, Pacific Highway

For bus services travelling north (towards Lane Cove), passengers utilise the bus
stops on the Pacific Highway west of Herbert Street. These stops provide
relatively poor access to the railway station, with pedestrians required to cross
both the Pacific Highway and Herbert Street at existing signalised crossings.
On-site observations indicated that the footpath adjacent to this bus stop does not
provide enough space for both pedestrian and bus patrons during peak hours.
Further, seating is provided for only 6 passengers at this location which is
insufficient for the high number of passengers utilising this stop.
An additional bus stop is provided for northbound services on the Pacific
Highway east of Christie Street. This stop provides no seating and requires
passengers to walk upwards of 70m to safely cross the Pacific Highway.

Figure 33 Bus zone west of Herbert Street

Figure 34 Pedestrians crossing Herbert Street
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Kerbside Restrictions

Figure 35 Existing kerbside restrictions

An analysis of existing kerbside restrictions in the study area indicates the
majority of usable kerbside space is allocated to metered car parking. A small
number of unrestricted parking spaces are available in the eastern portion of the
study area.
Clearways and no stopping areas are in place on the Pacific Highway and Christie
Street during peak hours to maximise the capacity of the road network.
No stopping and no parking restrictions are in place on all laneways within the
study area, with the exception of Hume Lane. The width of these laneways, in
combination with the location of access driveways makes the provision of onstreet parking in these laneways largely unfeasible.
The eastern side of Sergeants Lane provides metered parking for four vehicles,
along with designated motorcycle parking areas. The No Parking zone on the
western side of Sergeants Lane is popular with taxis, given this area provides
direct access into the adjacent Forum Tower.
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Figure 36 Sergeants Lane kerbside use

Figure 38 On-street parking – Albany Street

Figure 37 Taxi drop off – Pacific Highway

Figure 39 Taxi drop off – Chandos Street

No taxi ranks are provided within, or adjacent to, the study area. Observations onsite indicate that taxis typically stop in the bus zone opposite The Forum Plaza, or
no parking / no stopping areas near St Leonards Station. This impacts the flow of
traffic along key roads leading to congestion. One on occasion a taxi dropping off
passengers prevented a bus from entering the bus zone on the Pacific Highway
opposite The Forum Plaza.
Taxis can reduce private vehicle dependency and provide a flexible transport
alternative for many people, in particularly elderly and less mobile users. Having
no designated taxi ranks within the study area reduces the viability of this
transport mode. Kerbside spaces in areas with high taxi demand should be
identified to increase usage and improve road network efficiency, particularly
given the nearby Royal North Shore hospital campus.
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Figure 40 Recommended actions – public transport and kerbside uses

Recommendation 17: Bus stop amenity
There is currently insufficient seating provided at the two major bus stops on the
Pacific Highway (outside The Forum and west of Herbert Street). It is
recommended an additional 1800mm long bench with backrest to accommodate
waiting passengers. It should be noted that these bus stops are located in the
Willoughby and Lane Cove LGAs respectively.
Recommendation 18: Bus stop east of Christie Street
The bus stop on the southern side of the Pacific Highway is located in between
two pedestrian crossings, providing indirect access from the northern side of the
road. Consideration should be given to relocating this bus stop further east along
the Pacific Highway, closer to the intersection with Albany Street. This will
provide improved access from the signalised pedestrian crossing across the Pacific
Highway, as well as a direct link into Friedlander Place. Consultation will be
required with both Transport for NSW and RMS to implement this proposal.
It should be noted that this stop is located within the Lane Cove LGA.
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Recommendation 19: Bus stop west of Herbert Street
It has been identified relatively poor access is provided for pedestrians
interchanging between train and bus services travelling north towards Lane Cove.
In conjunction with the potential St Leonards Plaza development on the southern
side of the Pacific Highway (proposed by Lane Cove Council), this bus stop is
recommended to be relocated further east (opposite The Forum Plaza). This will
provide pedestrians with improved connectivity across the Pacific Highway to St
Leonards railway station.
It should be noted that this stop is located within the Lane Cove LGA, and any
upgrade works are outside the direct responsibility of North Sydney Council.
Recommendation 20: Taxi rank at St Leonards Station
No taxi ranks are provided within, or adjacent to, the study area. Taxis can be a
valuable mode of transport for elderly and less mobile users, who do not have the
capacity to walk to and from public transport nodes.
With St Leonards station acting as a major transport interchange, an ageing
population, as well as the proximity of the study area to major health services, it is
important a taxi rank is provided to serve as a formal location for taxi drop off and
pick up.
The section of kerb on the western side of Christie Street, adjacent to Sergeants
Lane, has been identified as a suitable location for a formal taxi rank (currently
signposted as two hour parking). This zone is approximately 40m in length and
could accommodate up to seven taxis.
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Traffic and Parking

Summary and Objectives

Figure 41 Journey to work travel to St Leonards5
Source: NSW Bureau of Transport Statistics, 2014

The road network supporting the study area already approaches capacity during
commuter peak hours. This is a combination of local traffic accessing the study
area, as well as regional traffic travelling along these major roads.
Key objectives of this study are therefore to iddasdasentify measures which
address existing traffic issues, and more importantly reduce the demand for
private vehicle usage. A ‘business as usual’ approach, whereby traffic from new
developments is generated at rates similar to current levels, will not be feasible to
support the growth of the area. In recent years, travel to St Leonards for work
related trips has shifted away from private vehicle – to the point where a greater
proportion of workers now arrive via public transport compared to in a car.

5

Outlines mode of travel for workers travelling to the St Leonards area
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As development occurs within the St Leonards / Crows Nest area, new on-site
parking will be required to cater for the needs of the site. The quantum of on-site
parking is the key determinant in influencing the level of traffic generation arising
from future development. It is a widely accepted notion that the more parking a
development provides, the higher the traffic generation level. Constraining
parking so that employees must adopt alternative transport modes, particularly for
sites with good public transport availability such in St Leonards / Crows Nest,
reduces the number of peak hour vehicle trips.

Key study objectives


Minimise the level of vehicular traffic generated from new
developments, particularly in commuter peak hours



Address existing traffic congestion issues along key roads and
intersections within the study area



Develop appropriate parking management policies to reduce the
extent of traffic generation



Support car share and other management strategies which reduce car
ownership levels
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Existing Traffic Conditions

Figure 42 Existing road network

The St Leonards / Crows Nest area is well served by the Sydney road network,
with the Pacific Highway a key arterial route providing a connection to the
Sydney CBD. Chandos Street and Christie Street act as collector roads, providing
a connection south towards River Road at Greenwich and east towards
Willoughby Road. Albany Street and Atchison Street combine to provide eastwest connections through the precinct, with Atchison Street only permitting
westbound traffic movements between Christie Street and Mitchell Street.
All intersections with the Pacific Highway are controlled by traffic signals. Traffic
congestion is common at the traffic signals on Albany Street at the Pacific
Highway during the afternoon peak period, with queues extending back beyond
the Oxley Street roundabout.

Figure 43 Queuing on Albany Street, PM Peak

Figure 44 Queuing on Pacific Highway, PM Peak
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Figure 45 Traffic congestion in St Leonards

The signalised intersection of Christie Street with Pacific Highway typically
queues back on Christie to the roundabout at Chandos Street, resulting in
significant vehicle delays. These vehicles delays are largely the result of local and
regional traffic exiting the Gore Hill Freeway at Brook Street and Willoughby
Road, utilising Chandos Street and Albany Street to access the Pacific Highway.
Traffic congestion is exacerbated as a result of the inaccessibility of the northwestern portion of the precinct due to the presence of the North Shore railway
line. The closest alternative road crossing option of the railway line is at Dalleys
Road, approximately 1km away.
Within the study area, roundabout control is present on Chandos Street at Christie
Street and Oxley Street, as well as at the Oxley Street / Albany Street intersection.
The remaining intersections are all priority controlled and generally operate
satisfactorily during peak hours.
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Traffic Generation

Figure 46 Traffic generation – high density residential developments
Source: RMS TDT 2013/04a (Guide to Traffic Generating Developments – Updated traffic surveys)

It is recognised that new development within the study area will increase traffic
generation. As the road network becomes further constrained, electing to travel
via private vehicle (particularly in peak hours) becomes an increasingly less
attractive option. Over the past decade, the proportion of people travelling to St
Leonards via private vehicle for work has fallen from 62% of trips in 2001 to 44%
in 2011 – a decrease of 30%. This fall is significant given the construction of the
Lane Cove Tunnel, increasing levels of car ownership and minimal improvements
to the public transport network.
Recent surveys undertaken by the RMS of high density residential developments
in key centres demonstrate St Leonards has one of the lowest traffic generation
rates during peak hours. This demonstrates the willingness of residents to leave
their cars at home should other transport modes provide a viable alternative.
It will be important that appropriate controls are implemented in conjunction with
any new development, minimising the impact on an already constrained road
network.
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Parking

Figure 47 Existing car parking

In the order of 285 on-street parking spaces are available within the study area,
comprised of:


Time restricted parking (unpaid): 10 spaces;



Metered parking: 234 spaces; and



Unrestricted (all day) parking: 41 spaces

The vast majority of parking in the study area is time restricted, encouraging
shorter stays and higher turnovers to support the retail uses. After 6pm these time
restrictions typically cease.
There are two off-street public car parks within the study area, at The Forum and
at 601 Pacific Highway (entry via Atchison Street). The Hume Street (Council
owned) car park and Chandos Street car park are both located just outside the
study area, and offer all day (paid) parking opportunities for workers and visitors
to the area.
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Figure 48 Existing car share locations

Car sharing is a proven means of reducing the number of car journeys generated
by a development. A recent study on the effectiveness of car sharing schemes
across Sydney found that every car share space replaces the need for 12 private
vehicle spaces6.
North Sydney Council last updated their car share policy in February 2013,
supporting the introduction of on and off street parking opportunities for car share
groups.
GoGet is presently the only car share operator in North Sydney, however no car
share spaces are currently provided within the study area. Information received
from GoGet indicate there are already a large number of GoGet members living
within the study area, given it’s good proximity to St Leonards railway station.
Two car share spaces are available on Christie Street and Northcote Street to the
west of the precinct, with one space located on Willoughby Road near Atchison
Street.

6

SGS Economics & Planning (2012), Benefit-Cost Analysis of Car Share within the City of
Sydney
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Recommended Actions

Figure 49 Traffic role of streets in study area

Recommendation 21: Traffic role of streets within the study area
As identified in Figure 42, the primary traffic routes in the St Leonards / Crows
Nest precinct are at the boundary of the study area – i.e. Pacific Highway, Albany
Street, Chandos Street and Willoughby Road. It should be recognised high levels
of traffic will continue to use these routes during peak periods in the future.
Within the core of the study area however, local roads carry relatively low
volumes of traffic throughout the day. There is therefore scope to downgrade the
role of these local streets to enhance these locations for pedestrians and cyclists.
This will be achieved largely through streetscape enhancements (e.g. kerb blisters,
widened footpaths) as detailed in Recommendation 3. These works will have the
benefit of discouraging through traffic in the precinct, as well as reducing traffic
speeds. Existing, time restricted on-street parking can be maintained which will
act as a further mechanism in providing a low speed, local street environment.
Streets within the study area suitable for these works include Atchison Street,
Oxley Street and Mitchell Street.
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Recommendation 22: Road capacity
“Widening roads to ease congestion is like trying to cure obesity by loosening your belt”
Roy Kienitz, executive director of the Surface Transportation Policy Project

The conventional, historic approach to respond to increased demand for vehicular
travel is to provide additional road capacity. While this approach may provide a
short term benefit, it typically releases capacity from adjacent road corridors to
generate greater levels of traffic than before the road was upgraded. Additional
road capacity also encourages a modal split away from public transport, walking
and cycling.
Building newer, wider roads is not considered a viable long term option to support
the future growth of the St Leonards / Crows Nest precinct. It is therefore
recommended to maintain (but not increase) the existing capacity on roads on the
periphery of the precinct (i.e. Albany Street, Pacific Highway, Willoughby Road
and Chandos Street). Instead, travel demand must be managed through a suite of
measures – including land use planning, parking management policies and a
reduction in road capacity.

Recommendation 23: Herbert Street road connection
It has been identified that vehicles delays on Christie Street are exacerbated as a
result of the inaccessibility of the north-western portion of the precinct. The
closest road crossing (apart from the Pacific Highway) of the North Shore railway
line is at Dalleys Road, approximately 1km away.
A corridor has been preserved on the eastern side of the railway line to provide a
new road connection from Chandos Street to the existing road overbridge at
Herbert Street.
Discussions with Willoughby Council during this study have indicated that any
upgrade of the Herbert Street bridge would require significant civil/structural
works due to changes in Railcorp safety requirements. For this reason, Council
have no intention to complete this connection, and would have to be fully funded
by a developer/s.
As discussed in Recommendation 22, providing additional road capacity in St
Leonards may have a negative effect in inducing more traffic into the precinct,
particularly along Chandos Street. This does not align with the objectives of this
study to reduce private vehicle dependency.
If there were to be a desire from Council and/or a developer to pursue this road
connection, a detailed analysis would need to be undertaken which considers
changes in traffic flows on streets within St Leonards.
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Recommendation 24: On-site parking rates (residential)
Within the B4 Mixed Use zone in St Leonards, on-site parking is provided at rates
significantly below that of adjacent Councils (Willoughby and Lane Cove) as
shown in the table below. While the current parking rates for St Leonards are
lower than adjacent Councils, City of Sydney has strict maximum on-site parking
rates for new developments in the CBD.
Table 1 Parking controls – residential flat buildings
Land Use

North Sydney7

Lane Cove8

Willoughby9

City of Sydney
(core CBD area)10

Residential
flat buildings

Studio – 0.5 / unit
1 bed – 0.5 / unit
2 bed – 1 / unit
3+ bed – 1 / unit

Studio – 0.5 / unit
1 bed – 0.5 / unit
2 bed – 1 / unit
3+ bed – 1.5 / unit

Studio – 1 / unit
1 bed – 1 / unit
2 bed – 1 / unit
3+ bed – 1.25 / unit

Studio – 0.1 / unit
1 bed – 0.3 / unit
2 bed – 0.7 / unit
3+ bed – 1 / unit

As demonstrated in Figure 46, despite rising levels of car ownership in recent
years, only seven vehicle trips are generated during peak hours for every 100
residential units in St Leonards. This reflects the good transport accessibility
provided by St Leonards rail and bus interchange. Evidence from the most Census
is suggesting that while household car ownership is rising, travel to work by car is
decreasing. This indicates residents are leaving their cars at home during the day
and utilising them on weekends and after hours.

Figure 50 Car ownership and journey to work for residents of North Sydney LGA
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Census Quickstats 2001,2006 & 2011

7 North Sydney Development Control Plan 2013 (Section 10)
8 Lane Cove Council Draft DCP (Part R - Traffic, Transport and Parking)
9 Willoughby Development Control Plan 2006 (Part C)
10
Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 (Section 7)
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This suggests that on-site parking for high density residential uses with good
access to public transport does not necessarily translate to traffic generation.
Therefore while Council should continue to consider appropriate parking controls
for residential uses, any reduction in rates should be done to coincide with
changes made by Lane Cove and Willoughby.

Recommendation 25: On-site parking rates (commercial)
Examination of parking rates for commercial uses indicates North Sydney Council
implements stricter parking controls relative to adjacent Councils. Within the B3
(commercial core) and B4 (mixed use) zones, one parking space for commercial
uses is provided for every 400m2 of building GFA. City of Sydney Council
however have recently modified their controls so that the rate of parking is
independent of the building GFA – as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Parking controls – commercial uses
Land Use

North Sydney

Lane Cove

Willoughby

City of Sydney
(core CBD area)

Commercial

1 / 400m2 GFA

1 / 200m2 GFA

1 / 110m2 GFA

1 / 50m2 site area

As opposed to parking spaces for residential uses, commercial car parking spaces
typically generate high volumes of traffic during commuter peak hours.
Minimising the level of on-site parking associated with commercial developments
(and non-residential uses in general) will play a key role in supporting the future
growth of the study area. In the absence of on-site parking, workers and visitors to
St Leonards will be encouraged to travel by public transport, walking and cycling.
It is therefore recommended that Council give consideration to reducing parking
rates associated with commercial and other non-residential uses within the B3 and
B4 zones. The quantum of parking permitted would be dependent on the total site
area of the development, irrespective of the proposed GFA.
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Recommendation 26: Parking management
Implementation of effective parking management policies provides one of the
greatest opportunities to reduce private vehicle dependency. Promotion of
innovative parking policies which support reduced car ownership rates will be an
important tool for Council in minimising traffic impacts associated with new
developments. Some of these policies are outlined below.


Shared parking

Within St Leonards, the combination of land uses may lend itself well to shared
parking principles. As parking for certain land uses increases or decreases, there
can be a sharing of parking space that will increase efficiency of any parking
provided. Spaces are not necessarily allocated for a specific use, instead serving a
number of different users


Parking as an option to rent

This approach can lead to more affordable housing where the developer retains
ownership of the parking and can offer an option to purchase a property without a
parking space but with an option within the deeds to rent a parking space at any
time. This approach removes the capital cost of the parking space from the
property price. This option would also be available for any future sale within the
deeds of the property. This can be particularly effective in locations where more
affordable housing is preferable and where public transport is available as a viable
alternative to owning a private car. Planning aspirations to encourage less car
ownership and greater use of public transport are obviously encouraged without
disadvantaging home buyers or developers. There is actually an economic
incentive to change travel behaviour to public transport use.


Unbundle parking

Unbundling parking involves separating the cost of parking from other land uses.
A criticism of providing residential and commercial space ‘with parking’ is that
the cost of parking is disguised in the cost of the overall building asset and users
have a perception that parking is ‘free’. By unbundling parking from other land
uses or building space, users are more likely to undertake a review of the actual
cost and benefit of owning a parking space, of driving and of car ownership. Once
parking is available separately to the other land use, a market based approach to
parking provision and use emerges that can increase the use of alternative modes
of transport.
Unbundling can be in the form of a one off payment for a parking space in a
dedicated parking area (which then creates a secondary market for parking spaces
in the area) or a month charge for access to parking owned and developed
separately to residential or commercial spaces (which creates the need for a
management system). Once parking spaces are sold, the market dictates the value
and use of these as an asset. For the rental option, the manager can use price
mechanisms to manage the use of parking through time. Using price mechanisms
can affect the overall demand for parking, as parking is seen to be a price elastic
commodity. This price elasticity is a key tool in using market based solutions to
parking provision.
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Underground multi-block parking

Efficiencies can be made within the design of underground parking that could be
achieved through the construction of multiblock underground parking structures
for shared use rather than allowing single building underground parking to be
developed. This allows the floorplate of the parking area to be larger, particularly
where parking is under street level or footways and hence efficiencies are to be
gained through the parking layout and a reduced number of access/egress
locations and circulating space. In addition, fewer access locations at street level
reduces congestion on street and improves road safety.


Design flexibility

Off street parking areas should be designed in a flexible way so that they may be
converted to other uses should they no longer be needed for parking cars. These
uses may include storage, bicycle parking or living/design space. Where surplus
parking has been provided, opportunities should be explored to convert these
areas to functional, public spaces.

Recommendation 27: Car Share
An opportunity to reduce the reliance on private vehicle use would be to utilise
the popular car sharing initiatives that are in place across Sydney. A recent study
commissioned by City of Sydney Council has shown that each car share vehicle
normally replaces about 12 private motor vehicles11. While there are currently no
car share schemes in this area, the popularity of car sharing is growing and it is
likely that the initiative will be introduced in the area in the near future.
Information received from GoGet indicate there are already a large number of
GoGet members living within the study area with no direct access to a car share
space. These members must walk to either the two on Christie Street and
Northcote Street to the west of the precinct, or west to Willoughby Road near
Atchison Street.
North Sydney Council last updated their formal car share policy in February 2013.
The current DCP makes provision for developers to reduce the number of private
vehicle spaces required should car share be included in the development (one car
share space replaces three to four private vehicle spaces).
It is recommended that, where more than 100 residential dwellings or 1,000m2 of
commercial floor space are proposed in a new development, the developer be
required to consult with car share operators prior to initial occupancy. Should the
developer consider the provision of car share spaces unviable, the developer must
report back to Council which documents their reasoning.
Should car share operators wish to provide spaces as development intensifies in
the study area, Council should explore opportunities to provide spaces on either
Atchison Street or Oxley Street in conjunction with the recommended streetscape
upgrades.

11

Benefit-Cost Analysis of Car Share within the City of Sydney (SGS Economics, June 2012)
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Recommendation 28: Site travel plans
New developments provide an opportunity to offer people advice on travel modes
to and from the site. At this time, new travel habits are being established and
people may particularly welcome information about the travel services and
facilities available to them.
Site travel plans are a suite of measures aimed at reducing car based travel. The
objectives of the plan are to encourage users to travel to the site via sustainable
modes of transport, particularly public transport, walking and cycling. The
objectives of a travel are twofold:


Travel demand management which reduces the need for energy intensive
car, taxi or air travel by combining journeys for different purposes, travelling
to alternative closer locations, or using other means of communications e.g.
audio conferencing, video conferencing and working at home or other off-site
locations using email or wireless telecommunications.



The use of more sustainable transport modes i.e. walk, cycle, bus,
motorcycle, car sharing, bus and rail in place of the higher energy
consumption travel modes such as single occupant car travel, taxi and air
travel. This generally requires improving people’s travel choices by making
more travel modes available, i.e. to improve mobility for non-car drivers. The
alternative measures of reducing mobility for car drivers by increased road
usage and parking charges or restricting road and parking capacity are also an
option, particularly in congested locations.

It is recommended that, where more than 100 residential dwellings or 1,000m2 of
commercial floor space are proposed in a new development, the developer be
required to prepare a site specific travel plan. An outline of the plan should be
developed prior to the commencement of construction on site, with a detailed plan
issued not before the initial occupation of the site.
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Summary of Recommendations

A summary of all recommended actions contained within this study are outlined
in Table 3 on the following pages. Each action has been prioritised into short
(2 year), medium (5 year) and long term (10 year) projects.
Prioritisation is generally based on the location of the works and the nature of the
works, however a number of other criteria were also considered:


Nature of works (new road crossing / new footpath etc)



Proximity to key land uses



Existing and future levels of pedestrian activity



Staging with other developments



Community needs / disabled access



Continuity (e.g. provides a key pedestrian/cycle link along an existing or
planned route)

When implementing many of the actions, it will be important to consider the
staging of upcoming developments within the study area, as it will be most
practical and cost efficient to undertake these works concurrently with the
construction of new development areas.
Indicative cost estimates for each of the recommended (infrastructure related)
actions have been provided in the summary table. These cost estimates are in 2014
dollars and are based on a number of sources, including:


Costs for footpath and kerb construction as provided by North Sydney Council
to Arup in June 2014;



Rawlinsons Australian Construction Handbook 2014;



North Sydney Draft Integrated Cycling Strategy (GTA, 2013); and



Arup experience on similar projects.
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Summary of Recommendations
Recommendation

Page
Description
Reference

Priority

Indicative Cost
Estimate

Pedestrians
Recommendation 1: Christie Street /
Chandos Street roundabout
Recommendation 2: Albany Street /
Oxley Street roundabout

Recommendation 3: Streetscape

Provide zebra crossing on southern approach of intersection

Short

$35,000

Upgrade intersection to traffic signals (subject to traffic study)

Medium - Long

$500,000

Provide hand rails at each of the existing pedestrian refuges

Short

$7,000

Provide a zebra crossing along the key desire line across the roundabout

Medium

$35,000

Upgrade intersection to traffic signals (subject to traffic study)

Long

$500,000

Enhance the streetscape environment of Atchison Street and Oxley Street to
reduce vehicle speeds and enhance pedestrian amenity
Stage 1: Atchison Street between Mitchell Street and Oxley Street,
Oxley Street between Atchison Street and Albany Street
Stage 2: Atchison Street between Oxley Street and Willoughby Road,
Oxley Street between Chandos Street and Atchison Street, Mitchell Street
between Atchison Street and Chandos Street

Short (stage 1)

12

13

14

Medium (stage 2)

$1,000,000
$900,000

Recommendation 4: Pacific
Highway pavement treatment

15

Adopt a consistent footpath paving treatment for the Pacific Highway
northern footpath, in accordance with Council’s Public Domain Style
Manual and Design Codes

Medium

Subject to
detailed
investigation

Recommendation 5: Pacific
Highway / Albany Street intersection

15

Provide kerb build-out on the north-western leg of the intersection to support
pedestrian movements

Medium

$60,000

Recommendation 6: Continuous
footpath treatments

16

Design vehicular driveways (which do not front the Pacific Highway) to be
fully integrated with the adjoining footpath

In conjunction with
any new
development

Recommendation 7: Wayfinding

17

Develop a wayfinding strategy for St Leonards / Crows Nest

Short
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Page
Description
Reference

Priority

Indicative Cost
Estimate

Recommendation 8: Christie Street
Reserve

18

Provide clear, legible pedestrian link through Christie Street Reserve to
enhance pedestrian connectivity in the precinct

Concurrently with
upgrade of Christie
Street Reserve

$60,000

Recommendation 9: Willoughby
Road / Atchison Street intersection

18

Provide pedestrian refuges on both the northern and south approaches of the
Willoughby Road / Atchison Street intersection

Medium

$16,000

Recommendation 10: Lithgow Street
underpass

18

Enhance existing Lithgow Street underpass connection (responsibility of
Lane Cove Council)

In conjunction with
St Leonards plaza
development

Recommendation 11: Atchison
Street and Oxley Street bicycle route

23

Install bicycle logos in the centre of Atchison Street and Oxley Street

Short

$2,500

Recommendation 12: Cammeray to
Crows Nest bicycle route

23

Complete Cammeray to Crows Nest bicycle route as per the 2013 North
Sydney draft integrated cycling strategy

Short

$12,000

Recommendation 13: Connectivity
with wider North Sydney LGA

24

Provide bicycle connections from the study area to key destinations within
the North Sydney LGA, including:
Upgrade to existing route via Oxley Street and Clarke Street; and
Extension of Atchison Street bicycle route east of Willougbhy Road

Short
Medium

$20,000
$7,000

Recommendation 14: Connectivity
with adjacent LGA routes

24

Liaise with Lane Cove and Willoughby Council to develop a coordinated
approach to the implementation of bicycle facilities

Short - Medium

Recommendation 15: Visitor bicycle
parking

24

Provide up to 20 short-term bicycle parking facilities (U-rails and O-Rings)
along the Sergeants Lane shared zone

Medium

$4,000

Recommendation 16: Secure bicycle
parking

25

Provide a secure bicycle parking facility in (or adjacent to) Christie Street
reserve

Concurrently with
upgrade of Christie
Street Reserve

$30,000

Subject to
detailed
investigation

Cyclists
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Page
Description
Reference

Priority

Indicative Cost
Estimate

Public Transport and Kerbside Uses
Recommendation 17: Bus stop
amenity

32

Provide additional 800mm long bench with backrest to accommodate
waiting passengers at bus stops along the Pacific Highway (responsibility of
Willoughby and Lane Cove Council)

Short

$4,000

Recommendation 18: Bus stop east
of Christie Street

32

Relocate existing bus stop east along the Pacific Highway, closer to the
intersection with Albany Street (responsibility of Lane Cove Council)

Medium

$6,000

Recommendation 19: Bus stop west
of Herbert Street

33

Relocate bus stop further east (opposite The Forum Plaza) to provide
improved connectivity across the Pacific Highway (responsibility of Lane
Cove Council)

In conjunction with
St Leonards plaza
development

Recommendation 20: Taxi rank at St
Leonards Station

33

Provide taxi rank on the western side of Christie Street opposite St Leonards
station

Short

Recommendation 21: Traffic role of
streets within the study area

41

Downgrade traffic role of streets within the core of the study area through
streetscape enhancements

Short-Medium

n/a

Recommendation 22: Road capacity

42

Maintain (but not increase) the existing capacity on roads on the periphery of
the precinct (i.e. Albany Street, Pacific Highway, Willoughby Road and
Chandos Street)

n/a

n/a

Recommendation 23: Herbert Street
road connection

42

Consider the potential for a new road connection from Chandos Street to
Herbert Street, including a detailed analysis which considers changes in
traffic flows on streets within St Leonards

Medium - Long

Subject to
detailed
investigation

Recommendation 24: On-site
parking rates (residential)

43

Consider the potential reducing on-site residential parking rates to align with
any reductions made by Lane Cove and Willoughby Councils

Medium - Long

n/a

Recommendation 25: On-site
parking rates (commercial)

44

Give consideration to modifying parking rates associated with commercial
uses to be dependent on the total site, irrespective of the proposed GFA

Medium

n/a

n/a

$3,000

Traffic and Parking
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Page
Description
Reference

Priority

Indicative Cost
Estimate

Recommendation 26: Parking
management

45

Promote innovate parking policies which support reduced rates of car
ownership

Short

n/a

Recommendation 27: Car Share

46

Promote the increased availability of car share in St Leonards / Crows Nest
by requiring developers to consult with car share operators prior to initial
occupancy of the site.

Short

n/a

Recommendation 28: Site travel
plans

47

Continue to require developers to prepare site travel plans aimed at reducing
car based travel

Short

n/a

Table 3 Summary of recommendations
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